MARCH 2012
THIS MONTH
At our last meeting Jim Baumann gave an excellent talk and demonstration of his ship building techniques
which I know from some of the correspondence I received was thoroughly enjoyed by our members. It’ll be
interesting to see how many ship models end up in our annual competition (I’ve even purchased one!).
During the meeting we also discussed the impact of Paul taking his modelling sabbatical, the immediate
practical implication of which is me taking over as Club Secretary and Sean Summers looking after club
competitions. I am confident that Paul’s absence will not affect the club unduly and we will continue the
progress we have made over the last few years. A suggestion that Paul made that I am keen to carry on with, is
the skills workshops; where we set aside some time to discuss a practical area of the hobby, such as seam
filling, painting, rigging etc in order to spread knowledge and learn from each other’s favoured techniques –
something to discuss on Wednesday.
If any of you are IPMS members you would have received your Q1 members magazine which features Pat
Camp’s article on his 1/48 Airacobra build (originally published in this publication and our web site), part two of
the build will be in the next IPMS magazine. Pat has very generously donated the not inconsiderable fee for the
article to the club! ( Pat ‐ Thank you once again for your support) – if anybody has any suggestions what we
should do with it – let us know.
Right on with the magazine which features articles from no less than nine club members covering build articles
on aircraft, ships and AFVs, photos from the February club meeting (featuring Jim Baumann’s talk), a show
review , club news and a visit to the ever expanding Romsey Modellers archive. Phew…
Enjoy

Tony

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS

MODEL SHOWS – POOLE VIKINGS
On Saturday April 14th we will be taking our traditional trip down the A31 to Poole for the Poole Vikings Annual
model show at Parkstone Grammar School. This is generally one of the better shows we attend during the year
with good club attendance and lots of vendors (so remember to bring your wallets – or NOT!). Over the years
we have been quite successful in the competitions so it’s well worth bringing something along to enter. We are
likely to get 18 foot of table space and hopefully will be rolling out our new club stands. A full report on the
show will no doubt feature in next month’s magazine.
Further details at http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/poolevikings/show.html

MODELZONE
I have registered the club to appear on Modelzones web site, apparently one of the benefits is they offer clubs
is a 10% in store discount for club members. Since you can often pick up some good bargains in store ( I just
got a Tamiya 1/350 Tirpitz for £30) this is quite attractive. I will keep you posted on how to claim discounts
once I am informed.
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ROMSEY CUBS – THE AFTERMATH
In last month’s magazine
we reported on Romsey
Cubs Airfix build event,
unfortunately not all
models were completed
over the two nights (
unsurprisingly due to the
complexity of the model
and the paint scheme) so
the boys were given the
models and paints to
complete
at
home.
Whether
any
Dad’s
helped in the completion
isn’t known but Richard
went along and took
some photos of the clubs
with their creations.
The following piece written by Richard Stewart will hopefully shortly be featured in the Romsey Advertiser
The 10th Romsey Sioux Cub pack are
showing off their handiwork after
recently finishing a project of each
building an Airfix Spitfire. The event
gave the cubs the opportunity to build
this iconic plane which has so much to
do historically with the Southampton
area. The cubs were assisted by
members of the Romsey Modellers
together with cub leaders and parents
who no doubt remembered their own
childhood experiences of building
plastic models.
The Cubs had a fun and educational
experience and special thanks goes to
Airfix and Romsey Modellers for
sponsoring this event.
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JIM BAUMANN’S VISIT
At out last club meeting Jim Baumann a renowned ship modeller came along to give a talk on his models and
techniques. It is fair to say Jim kept us hanging on his every word as he described his techniques, particularly
impressing everyone with his sprue stretching technique.
Hopefully Jim will be along again soon but is happy for us to contact him via his email at jbys1@tiscali.co.uk if
anybody has any questions. Or visit his online gallery at http://www.modelshipgallery.com/gallery/users/jim‐
baumann/jb‐index.html

Below is some of the feedback on the visit

FROM BY RICHARD STEWART
Well I waited with anticipation for this visit and it did not disappoint. If Jims models were on their own to view
it would have been enough but to have and hear the techniques he uses to create such fine works of art is
truly amazing.
One of his techniques he talked about was ship rigging which I found fascinating after years failing to make fine
stretched sprue from old plastic road, Jim’s method was far superior and he even gave out the plastic bits to
make it with. No more working with stringy glue to create it either. Just need to get some josh sticks in!
It’s a real shame I’m building the Nimitz at present, a ship virtually devoid of rigging, but I’m sure I will fine
somewhere to put it though.
As you can tell by my ranting’s I really enjoyed the evening and picked up some very good tips, and there’s me
thinking I knew most things about modelling. Quote time…..
‘It is what we learn after we think we know it all, that counts.’
Harry S Truman

FROM BY NIGEL ROBINS
I just wanted to say thanks to all of the organisers of last nights club as I think that it was the best club night I
have ever been too....
Jim Baumann was an excellent speaker and the demonstrations he gave were, again, excellent. Most
encouragingly the materials he was using were cheap and his techniques fairly easy to replicate, it is just
frustrating that I have been (as an example) trying to stretch sprue by pulling it over a heat source like a candle
for the last 35 years with very mixed results. Jim’s way is far easier and the kit parts he is using much better
than odd bits of sprue I have traditionally used. If the Winsor and Newton Acryllic varnish is as good as
everyone says I will be made up as getting a usable, cheap reliable and available Matt varnish has been a
problem for me for a long time.
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PHOTO’S OF THE FEBRUARY CLUB EVENING
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ON TRACK MODEL SHOW 5 TH FEBRUARY 2012 BY NIGEL ROBINS
“On track “can be best described as military modelling’s cottage industry manufacturer’s show. It is run jointly
by Matador models and MAFVA with considerable support from many other small traders. The show took over
the slot from the now defunct Trucks
and Tracks last year and was
intended as a one off show. My
Hobby Store (The publisher of
Military Modelling amongst other
titles) had originally intended to run
their own version of T&T in 2011,
having bought the rights to the show,
but pulled out at the last minute.
Their new “Universal model show”
was intended to be held on this date
in 2012. Unfortunately for them they
received minimal trader support and
finally abandoning the “Universal
model show” concept in August last
The Author Smiling – A Rare Sight!
year. “On Track 2012” was put on
once again by Matador Models and MAFVA. This time though everyone had six months, rather than two
months to organise everything!!!!
The venue is the Leas Cliff Hall in Folkestone, a pleasant 1920s built structure nestled on the cliff top with
lovely views over the channel to
France, which you can see most
days and conveniently 2mins
stroll from our Hotel. I arrived
on the Friday afternoon with the
Bailey Bridge model and the new
display
models
to
find
everything
organised
and
happening. Eoin was already
there working away and a first
for Matador, we were set up
before any other trader‐ a
miracle. Harold was in his
element organising everything
and before we knew it Bill had
arrived from London along with
many of our friends and other
Barry Sharman’s Finest (Scratchbuit 1/76)
traders. By 7pm it was clear we
had a show. After a rather long evening, I was boxing kits up until 01:30am assisted by a couple of glasses of
medicinal whiskey when finally turned in but was up, breakfasted and in the hall at 08:00.
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We had a steady days trading,
very slightly down on last year
but more encouragingly both
trader numbers and ticket sales
were up on the previous year.
Sadly I did not get to see much
of the show being effectively
tied to the stand as Bill had to
announcements and Harold was
totally
involved
running
everything. IPMS Southampton
were present and the lads had a
good day out and the car was
fuller coming back which has to
be a good sign. Barry was able to
meet up with an old friend from
years back and once again he
was able to show off his scratch
Matador’s Latest Offering – Morris C8 Bofers
built costal forces models. From
the feedback everyone enjoyed themselves and many of the traders were saying see you next year!! I have
taken some pictures from the website to give a flavour of the show.

Senior Best in Show: Scratchbuilt Scammell Pioneer 1/20th
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ON THE WORKBENCH. CURTISS HAWK 81‐A‐2. 1/72 AIRFIX BY PAT CAMP
These new Airfix kits are addictive and great fun to build!
They have changed the hobby for me: I am finding it
difficult to apply myself to complex, long‐duration projects
involving lots of after‐market goodies. Those Airfix kits in
my stash (plus loads of new releases I have to catch up on,
along with the tempting ones announced for future
releases) draw me like a magnet. Why? Well, because they
are well engineered, accurate, usually have excellent
quality details (there was one exception – and I’ll tell you
about that next month). They assemble quickly and easily
so I can get to the painting stage to try out ideas for new
techniques. My “turnover” has increased substantially, and
[1] Airfix Curtiss Hawk 81-A-2.
I was pleased to go to the first show of the season with
some new items on my table, rather than the same old stuff.
I bought the Hawk model [1] to feed this new addiction. A funny thing is, I do not particularly like this aircraft,
but still I wanted to buy it and build it. I decided to try brush painting this time, because I find it a hassle
messing around with airbrushes during the winter months.
I found plenty of reference information by Googling on the internet. www.ratomodeling.com was very useful –
look under “articles” for AVG camouflage and there is also a nice model build as well.

[2] Views of completed cockpit before fuselage halves were joined.
Notice use of pin points of titanium white oil paint to pick out details and highlights.
The interior of the cockpit was given a couple of brush coats of Revell SM362 green and shaded with olive
green oil paint mixed with Liquin. Highlights were painted olive green mixed with titanium white. Airfix provide
a decal for the instrument panel. The seat was painted with Humbrol Metalcoat matt aluminium 27001 and
shaded with silver Printer’s ink mixed with Paynes grey oil paint. Some seat belts were added from lead foil,
primered using Humbrol (H)1, blocked in with Citadel Kommando Khaki and highlighted H103 cream. Belt
holes were painted with black oil paint. The completed cockpit was then highlighted with fine touches of
titanium white oil paint [2].
The underside of the assembled model was airbrushed with a mix of H28 and H129 to represent the Dupont
71‐021 colour of the original (FS 36622 being said to be the closest match). Yes, I know I said I would brush
paint this model, but I was doing a mammoth grey paint airbrush session (two FJ‐4B Fury’s and one “Birdcage”
F4U Corsair) at the time.
The top colours were brush painted, though. The brown (Dupont 71‐009 (FS 30219 is a match)) was H119 and
the green (Dupont 71‐021 (FS 36622)) was H116. I selected these colours after a lot of trials with my paint
stock and comparing to the photos I had found. They are also the colours specified on the Airfix painting guide,
so they have done their homework as well!
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I did not do any masking. So although the results are not as neat, it was very pleasant to skip this step which I
find tedious.
Three coats of well thinned paint were applied [3]. Note that the roundel position (originally for RAF aircraft?)
is a brown circle. I cut out some masking tape using a circle cutter and painted the green around it. The result
was okay, but could have been tidier. Incidentally, when I later came to apply the Chinese markings within
these circles, I discovered afterwards that they were not placed over these brown circles, but further out on
the wings.

[3] Left photo shows the first paint coat. Hardly impressive. The centre one is after three coats and is not so
bad. The right photo is after oils have been used for highlighting and shading.
Some shading was carried out with oil paints: yellow ochre + light red + cobalt blue + zinc white for the brown.
The highlighting tone would not “take” to the Humbrol paint, so I carried on regardless. The green was shaded
with olive green + chrome oxide green + permanent blue violet + light red.
Once dried, the model was given three brush coats of Klear, with a light going over with Micromesh 6000 on a
backing strip of rubber after the second coat.
These came out better than when I apply the stuff
by airbrush! The decals went on well. As I
discovered with the BAe Hawk kit (October 2011
Romsey Modeller), it is best to position the decals
using water and then use decal solutions once
they are in place.
A further coat of Klear was added to seal in the
decals [4]. (making four coats in all – just as well
the panel lines are well defined in the kit!)
I now tried the “dot‐filter” technique mentioned
by Tony during his Heinkel 111 build. Spots of
ochre, blue, brown and green oils were put onto
[4] Decals applied and final coat of Klear applied. Looks some cardboard to absorb some of the oil [5].
Then random dots of colour were applied by a fine
very shiny - which is unusual for me - and probably not
brush. Being as this was my first attempt at this
a good surface for the dot filter applied next.
technique, I started by doing the underside. It
came out okay, but I had applied too much paint – so I was more restrained when I did the upper surfaces.
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Some fuel fillers in the glazed area behind the cockpit canopy were carefully picked out with red, white and

[5] My first attempt at dot filters.
The result was okay, but certainly
more practice is needed and a less
shiny surface to work on would be
better.

black enamels. The headrest was painted WEM Colorcoats Corticene and given a light glaze with burnt sienna
oil paint.
The rear transparencies are a good fit to the fuselage and were fixed in place with Klear. Several applications of
the stuff were made with a fine brush until the gap was filled and the edge of the clear plastic part was no
longer visible.
It is unfortunate that the main canopy is a single moulding with the windscreen. It would be nice to depict the
hood pushed back so you can see the detail in the cockpit. I toyed with the idea of buying a replacement vac‐
form, but in the end decided to fit the kit part because it is a fairly clear (albeit thick) moulding. It was glued
with H Cleafix that had been thinned with a little methylated spirits. The cockpit frames were strips of black
decal that was painted green once in place.
The engine exhausts were painted a mixture of dark grey and H171 bronze and looked very good. The exhaust
ports were each given a spot of dark brown oil paint.
The propeller was undercoated with H67 dark grey and shaded with black oil paints and some nice decals
applied – it looks very pretty. And completely wrong for this particular aircraft – the blades were left in natural
metal, although the blades may have been finished in black on the outer portions on the rear. I discovered this
later, but wish I had done this on my model.
All the details fitted well, although one on the undercarriage legs fitted too loosely into its mounting hole. The
model was then mounted onto a display base. I made a job lot of bases for the various models I have made
recently – they came out quite well and were easy to make – I’ll write some notes for a future issue of RM.
The completed model is shown in [6]. In conclusion I can say that I enjoyed this (quick) build very much. It
made a pleasant change not to use the airbrush (which I do not like to use in the house, so in the winter
months means working in the garage, which can be very cold and has bad lighting). I learnt what not to do with
dot filters and should be better prepared next time.
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[6] The completed model on its display base. I am
painting up a figure to accompany the aircraft
which will be added later.
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GAMES WORKSHOP LEMAN RUSS TANK – PART 3 BY RUSSELL EDEN
With the tank now looking like it had just come out
of the factory it was time for a bit of weathering.
For a change I painted all the battle damage. I’d
previously added GW chainmail paint – being silvery
it stands out well on the green but not so much on
the sand colour. Not a huge problem but maybe
next time it’ll go back to using a very dark grey. I
also painted the main barrel and hydraulic rams
chainmail and gave them a black ink wash.
The next job was the dozer blade. I undercoated it
with the usual Halfords grey and gave it a coat of
Humbrol polished aluminium for a nice shiny look. I
thought I’d be a bit clever here and try the
“Selotape technique” for removing paint. I coated it
in hairspray as per the “hair spray technique” and
Chainmail paint on barrel and battle damage
sprayed it with the grass green. Before it dried
completely I used the sticky side of some scrunched
up Selotape to remove chunks of paint to simulate heavy wear. The only problem? The green is not water
based so once dry nothing would shift it, even with hairspray underneath and hot water applied – Doh! Still, I
think it came out OK, luckily.

Dozer blade in silver

Dozer blade with the green removed

Once dry I used a scalpel, a drill bit or two and some liquid glue for some battle damage. These I repainted GW
silver – unfortunately it’s slightly darker than the original colour. Next time I’ll do battle damage before
painting. After this I gave it a black ink wash and some dry brushing.

Battered Dozer Blade
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With the dozer blade out of the way I got
on with all the auxiliary weapons. I hadn’t
decided which ones I was going to use so I
painted them all. After drilling out their
barrels I used grey primer with grass
green bodywork drybrushed light green
and Boltgun Metal for the metalwork with
a black ink wash. The power cells of the
Plasma Cannons were painted light blue
for a bit of contrast and as per other GW
plasma cannons…
The tracks came next – I painted these
Humbrol aluminium and gave them a
wash of black and brown inks. I then
glued them in place. I’ll weather these

Painted weapons
more when I’ve decided what mud to use….

The tank before weathering
A bit more weathering was next on the list. I tried using my MIG rain streak wash but it wouldn’t streak due to
the mat varnish – most odd – I’ve used it before over matt coat but this time it went into globules. I gave up on
this and resorted to my old trusty MIG dark wash. Thinned with thinners and using only vertical movements
with a thick flat brush it gives a nice streaked look.
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Streaked and looking more used, and abused…
With the streaking done I glued the dozer in place and did some detailing. I painted the commander’s
periscopes dark blue, added some white highlights, a blue awash and some gloss varnish. I was trying to
replicate the fantasy figure way of painting gems and the like. For a first attempt it is ok but a lot more practice
is needed to make them look more realistic, if that’s the word to use with fantasy painting!
Rust and soot was added the exhausts and the tank is nearly finished. The commander needs painting and the
mud or dust depending on base…
I have a plan for the base involving Orks so that might take a while to put together. Stay tuned….
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HMS HOOD 1943/44 BY NIGEL ROBINS
The destruction of HMS Hood, Britain’s best Battle‐cruiser, in five minutes by the German Battleship Bismarck
in The Battle of the Denmark Strait on Empire Day 1941 is one of Royal Navy’s greatest tragedies as 1416 brave
men were lost along with the ship.
The model is my interpretation of what Hood may have looked like in 1943/44 if she had survived Bismarck’s
fatal fifth salvo. I know that this has been done before, in fact, a series of articles on HMS Hood appeared in
the Airfix magazine in the 1980s including a conversion based on plans for Hood’s proposed reconstruction in
1939/1940 which was postponed because of the deteriorating international situation and outbreak of the
second war. What‐ ever model I was going to make would be pure conjecture and I wanted to take a different
path from everyone else who has modelled a reconstructed Hood.

The real HMS Hood sailing to engage Bismarck May 1941

A BOGUS HISTORY
My thoughts are these; the fatal shell from the fifth salvo is in fact a dud and does not explode, Hood is
damaged but still in action and she and HMS Prince Of Wales manage to inflict significant damage on Bismarck
to the extent that Admiral Lutjen’s orders that the cruiser K.M. Prinz Eugen to “Charge towards” the British
squadron and engage them with torpedoes in an effort to cover Bismarck’s withdrawal. Hood is at this point is
heavily hit forward by Bismarck, all on the bridge are killed except Signaller Briggs and Midshipman Dundas
and swings away completely out of the control. Prince of Wales is hit by two torpedoes from Prinz Eugen but
manages to destroy the enemy ship with her main and secondary armament .Prinz Eugen sinks rapidly in
flames. Prince of Wales is now in no condition to re‐engage the damaged Bismarck having herself sustained
serious flooding and having to contend with her main turrets repeatedly jamming. Damage control parties on
Hood, after heroic efforts, manage to save the ship. In the confusion Bismarck escapes northwards pursued by
Suffolk and Norfolk. She is only able to attain 20knots due to the damage sustained and easily caught by other
units of the Home fleet and after a brief engagement with the Battleships HMS Rodney and HMS King George
V and air attacks from HMS Victorious and HMS Ark Royal, which results in further damage and Admiral
Lutjen’s death Captain Lindemann surrenders the ship, the surviving crew become POWs and Bismarck is
scuttled, Lindemann goes down with the ship standing on the bow saluting.
This is, of course, absolute nonsense but this model is a “what If” so I am allowed to make up a back story
which, although, did not happen uses elements of the truth.
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Following on with this scenario the damaged Hood manages to reach Iceland but considerable work has to be
undertaken before the ship is considered seaworthy enough to return to the UK. When she does reach the
dockyard much thought is given as to what can be done with a damaged old, and since the commissioning of
HMS Duke Of York not needed battle‐cruiser. The hull is stripped but work proceeds at a slow pace. After the
loss of HMS Prince of Wales in December 1941 Churchill insists that Hood be rebuilt and due to the increasing
dominance of airpower persuades the Admiralty to convert the ship into a hybrid carrier/Battleship similar to
the initial conversion made to the battle‐cruiser HMS Furious in WWI. Hood is given new machinery, all of her
upper works are removed and rebuilt and a large hanger and flying off deck constructed above the quarter
deck with all armour in this area removed. The bridge structure is remodelled in a similar way to a Town class
cruiser, the conning tower and spotting top removed and the remaining undamaged 15” turrets placed
forward. A new radar fit is added along with modern AA weaponry. The rebuilt Hood is capable of 28 knots and
can operate 25 aircraft, Swordfish, Martlets and Walrus, these being launched from two waist catapults and
landing on aft. The ship is re‐commissioned late 1943 and is deployed to cover the arctic convoys .The ship is
not a success, landing on even with a Swordfish is extremely difficult and dangerous in any sort of seaway and
the ship is prone to roll heavily to the extent that four 4.5” turrets are removed and light 20 mm AA guns
added in their place in a desperate effort to reduce top‐weight. The ship is used for shore bombardment on D‐
Day and also at Walcheren before being sent to Pacific Fleet where she performs valuable work in the shore
bombardment role and also more significantly is used in tandem with HMS Unicorn for transport, maintenance
and resupply of aircraft for the fleet carriers. Post‐war Hood is kept on as a gunnery training ship in place of
HMS Renown and is later used as a trials ship for helicopters before passing into reserve. She is reactivated for
Suez in 1956 but ultimately is not used and is scrapped 1957‐58.

TO THE MODEL
Amongst the models in a collection I acquired was a 1/600 Airfix HMS Hood which had been built up to deck
level with all of the turrets glued on and the hull painted black , obviously a child model which had been
abandoned.

Hood completed awaiting paint much of the work involved is visible
To me this was useless other than for spares and as Hood had no sister ships the spare parts were not much
use either. I put the kit into stock not having the heart to throw it in the bin. Christmas came and I fancied
doing something wacky –probably an over indulgence in alcohol and the Hood project took shape.
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The stern of the model showing the new flight‐deck
I cut away the bottom hull roughly to make the model waterline only and used wet and dry to remove the back
paint. I then strengthened the Hull and filled any gaps, the remaining small amount of plastic between the
quarter deck and the rest of the ship is a weak point once the model has been water‐ lined. I built up the
hanger using 20thou plastic card and 3 formers to give the profile I wanted and created a completely new
flight deck come boat deck from more 20thou plastic card filing it once in position to obtain the shape that I
wanted. Now, with a stable, strong structure I placed the model onto sandpaper and rubbed the model on this
so that an even waterline was achieved and the model sat squarely on a flat surface.
Two turrets were serviceable and after tidying these up and adding the blast‐bags these were fitted to the ship
along with the base of the bridge structure. The conning tower was left off its place taken by a new structure
mounting a 20mm Pom‐Pom and two small boats. The main bridge structure was built up from 20 thou and I
used a number of spares from an Airfix HMS Belfast kit namely; bridge, searchlights, 20mm guns and the
rangefinders. I was making this up as I went along so if I made a mistake I could cover it up with an extra vent
or panel but overall I was pleased with the whole effect.
The funnels and mid‐ships searchlight position are straight from the Hood kit, I did add gratings to the funnel
tops made from plastic strip. The boats are combination of Hood and Belfast pieces and the flying control
position at the rear of the superstructure is cobbled together from Belfast pieces along with some parts made
from 20 thou sheet. I should have scribed in the two aircraft lifts but forgot so had to represent them with
raised rectangles of 10thou plastic card.
I finished the model by dressing it using more Belfast pieces; 4.5 turrets, cranes, Carley floats and 20mm guns.
I sprayed the model using Halfords white acrylic primer and brush‐painted it using Humbrol paints 27, 28 and
65 to obtain a camouflage scheme which is different on either side of the ship. I am currently trying to source
an air group so anyone who has a couple of Airfix Swordfish in 1/600 that need re‐homing, please speak to
me. Other than an air group Hood is now finished apart from adding to a base. I am pleased with the model
and it certainly is a talking point, which is what I wanted.
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Forward view, the ship has endured a tough arctic convoy 1943/4

Landing on my model of Hood would be a “Brown trousers” experience for most aircrew
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HASEGAWA 1/48 ROYAL NAVY PHANTOM FGR1 – PART 2 BY GRAY SHARPLING
Various circumstances combined to give me an unexpected two‐month gap in building this kit, including my
own inertia, but in the end I felt like I had been re‐invigorated. Even if only a little. Also, I had ordered a
particular tool to help me, as I was too darned lazy to want to attempt the next stage manually. What had I
splashed my cash on? A Dremel! I only hoped it wouldn’t prove to be a waste of money. Read on...

REPLACEMENT INTAKES – RESIN OR KIT?
An initial inspection had showed the kit detail to be as
good as I’d hoped, especially given its age, except in one
area – the intakes. These terminated in a simple blank
plate, with no trunking or engine details visible at all. I
had two choices, either to paint the blanking plates black
and hope nobody looked very closely down the intake
cowlings – which was what the kit instructions wanted
you to do, or I could search out some resin replacements
that were more accurate and showed more detail. Being
a sucker for punishment, I went for the latter option, and
thus I committed myself to working with resin for the first
time ever.

Not gonna suck much air through those...?

I also bought a white‐metal undercarriage set from Scale
Aircraft Conversions, as I had been told that the model is
quite heavy when complete, and the plastic
undercarriage could have a tendency to bend? At the risk
of being proved wrong, I heard anecdotally that the
supplied plastic undercarriage legs of Airfix’s 1/48 TSR2
also have this same problem? Anyway, I was surprised to
find that Hasegawa already supplied white‐metal wheel‐
hubs in the box which I thought, for a 1988 vintage kit,
was startling to say the least.
How to almost double the price of a kit.
Initially, I thought purchasing the resin intakes might well
have been a bit of a mistake on my part. The resin pieces arrived OK, but they turned out to be for a U.S.
Phantom, not a U.K. variant. Oops. So although they had very nice seamless internal trunking leading to
intake fans, the external shape was all wrong – far too narrow for any British Phantom. Now, I am no rivet‐
counter by any stretch of the imagination. Whatever the kit, if it looks enough like it’s supposed to, then the
minutia of the finer details are something for other, more OCD people than myself, to get concerned over.
However, no amount of internet searching turned up any available replacement intakes specifically for a
British Phantom, so I had to make a decision on what to do? I was extremely tempted to just use the
replacement resin intakes as‐is, and hope the rivet‐counters didn’t notice they weren’t the exact correct shape
for this particular variant of aircraft. My second option was to discard the resin completely as a waste of
money, and stick with the kit as it was out‐of‐the‐box. Or
I could I perhaps try some sort of weird hybrid of the kit
and the resin parts?

U.S. vs U.K. – the size difference is clear.

After some deep sighs and long consideration (basically:
could I be bothered?) that effectively stalled the build for
about a month, I eventually decided to try the last option
and go with the original Hasegawa outer intake‐cowlings
(if that’s the right word) as they were the correct shape;
but instead of using the entirety of the replacement resin
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parts I would cut off the front of the (U.S.‐shaped) resin cowlings and use just the interior trunking and fans.
To accomplish this, I also needed to cut away the flat blanking plate to enable insertion of the new intake
trunks and allow visibility back to the new engine fans behind the original kit intake trunks.

SOUL SEARCHING
With my limited tool‐set, this started out to be a bit of a mission! The plastic was quite thick, and in fact it was
starting on this task manually that made me go and order the Dremel. Without it, I would have been there for
an absolute age, cutting and filing before I had gouged holes of roughly appropriate size and shape. So I
quickly gave up trying to cut and sand the parts the old‐fashioned way. Call me lazy, but it just seemed far too
much like hard work to me. In fact, I actually had something of a small epiphany, as I realised I was winding
myself up and getting myself into a state over the extra work involved in getting the resin intakes to fit. This
hobby is meant to be done for pleasure, and suddenly I wasn’t enjoying working with this kit! So I took a self‐
inflicted break for a few weeks to gather my thoughts. One thing is for sure, from now on I am not going to get
so worried over the small details. “Just Do It” as the old Nike advert used to say.
After waiting a couple of weeks for Amazon and the GPO to do their stuff, I wasn’t disappointed. When the
Dremel eventually arrived, and I managed to pull myself out of my indecision deadlock, and it all the hard‐work
done in a matter of minutes. I’m a big fan of power tools, and hopefully it will also prove generally useful
about the house too.

INTAKE FITTING
Again I procrastinated about the bush for a bit as I expected this to be quite difficult. I just couldn’t find the
enthusiasm to get started. Eventually, when I did extract the proverbial digit from the proverbial orifice, it
turned out to be much quicker and easier than I had been fearing. Once the main cutting had been done
(face‐mask on of course, I am told that resin dust is very hazardous to your health if you breathe any in), a
liberal amount of Superglue secured the newly edited intake trunks in place, then it was out with the filler
putty and the Flory‐Models skinny sanding sticks to shape the result into something vaguely acceptable.

Going...

Going...

Gone!

I in the end I was pleasantly surprised at the result, both in workload required, and in appearance. OK, so it’s
not perfect and I am sure the rivet‐counters will say it’s all wrong, but I don’t care. As far as I’m concerned, it
is better than it was with the original blank intakes, and once the outer cowlings are in place, you would need
to get on your hands and knees and peer closely deep up the intakes to start the nit‐picking.

The Dremel does its work?

And Superglue does its work too?
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So that’s plenty good enough for me. As I finally said to myself, to kick‐start myself out of my growing ennui,
this hobby is meant to be something I do for pleasure. This amount of modification was right on the limit of
what I want from the hobby and still have it fun. It was all getting perilously close to being “hard work”, and
therefore not fun anymore. But it is done now, and next time I’ll keep things simpler, that’s for darned sure!

Basic filling and sanding done

Painted ready for assembly.

Anyway, after sanding, a lick of gloss white from the airbrush to cover the different materials, and I could glue
the outer intake cowlings to the fuselage. I even remembered to pre‐mask the inside of the intakes before the
final gluing, ready for when I paint the fuselage itself. My modifications are done, and I can go back to the
remainder of the build as being, hopefully, pretty‐much out‐of‐the‐box.
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FROM THE ARCHIVE ‐ IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE BY GARY JARMAN
Once again I dip into the Romsey Modeller achieve an pull out an article from March 2008 by Gary Jarman on
Tiger meet decaling.
I thought I’d contribute this as a lesson to others
about aftermarket decals. Given the calibre of
modellers at the club I suspect that for most of
you you’ll read this and think ‘well duh!, what
was he thinking’, and thinking back on it, so do I,
but hey such is hindsight.
I’m going through a phase where the scheme I
want to follow is ‘Tiger Meet’ aircraft. There
have been some fantastic schemes produced for
various Tiger Meets and there are a lot of kits
being released with Tiger Meet schemes, Revell
in particular seem to be hooked on these
schemes.
My desire to model these aircraft was given a
boost when I discovered the Syhart Decal website. They have a number of amazing decal sheets available, and
I quickly sent my order off for two of them.
Syhart Decal set 72‐025 is for a Mirage F1 at Tigermeet 94. I built the Heller Mirage F1 CR and painted it in the
basic colours of yellow and white for the Syhart Decals scheme.
This was the first of the Syhart sheets that I tried and things did not get off to a good start, in fact they got off
to a disastrous start. The instruction sheet that comes with the decals recommends that you cover the decals
with varnish. I had a can of Humbrol Varnish that I used whenever I was printing my own decals and so I used
this. I was disappointed (as this is a family newsletter we’ll leave it at that, the actual words I used to express
my disappointment at the time would impress even the most battle hardened troop) to see that as I finished
lines were starting to disappear from the sheet starting with the thinnest lines. The sheet had cost me £10 and
I had blown it in about 2 minutes of stupidity!
So, this was a very expensive lesson and I
realised that what I should have done was
to test a small part first ... ahhh, the joys
of hindsight. I took the company logo
from the other sheet I had ordered and
tested it in water. The ink remained
without varnish. Then I tested small
sections with assorted decal setting
solutions, none of them caused the ink to
run.
After much debate about spending
another £10 I finally re‐ordered a set from
Syhart.
The second set of decals arrived and this
time I decided to do proceed without applying a varnish covering. The decals are on one large sheet so it was
up to me how much decal film was left around each decal. These decals are very thin.
The decals went on easily, but having not put any varnish on, ink came off if the decal folded or if I moved the
decal round too roughly. That left some stripes that needed touching up. For those decals that had white in
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them, for example the roundels and tail logos, Syhart provide solid white decals in the appropriate shape as
backing for these. These white decals are very thin as well. I opted to use some French Air Force roundels from
the spares box. I put the backing on for the tail logos and managed to get one of the logos on successfully, the
other folded over on itself. I tidied it up as best I could.
Putting the decals on took a couple of nights. Every morning I would put on a coat of Klear to seal in the
previous nights work. When all the decals were on I then touched up the gaps in the stripes and repaired the
broken tail logo as best I could.
The result is a fair approximation of what Syhart
describe in their plans. I used Revells Lufthansa
yellow, which is the wrong shade and the decals
are not on exactly as Syhart say they should be.
The resulting kit is a ‘nice from far but far from
nice’ kit, so as long as you don’t look too closely it
looks okay. A close up inspection reveals tiny black
dots where the paint peeled off the decal but stuck
to the kit and the tail looks a bit lumpy from all the
decal film.
All in all I am disappointed with the result but in
terms of the lessons learnt, it was £20 well spent.
So having learnt from the F‐1 kit I ordered a bottle of Microscale Decal Film and prepared my Mirage 2000 to
receive Syhart sheet 72‐008. This is a truly amazing colour scheme having two large tigers eyes painted large
on either side of the fuselage. I used the Revell Mirage 2000 Tigermeet kit. Of course, as this is already a
Tigermeet scheme aircraft, I had to buy two of them (as my wife says, any excuse will do).
By the time I was ready to start decaling this kit I had received the bottle of Microscale Decal Film. I tested it
on a small patch of the Syhart logo (as all modellers do by default of course ... ☺ ) and was pleasantly surprised
at how easily it went on and also how thinly it dried. I covered the sheets with this and left them to dry.
I had painted those sections of the
fuselage where I was going to apply the
eyes white as I wanted the eyes to
stand out, so a white base should help
do that.
There are not as many decals to apply
on this kit as the Mirage F1. The tiger
stripes on the wings come on one large
decal per wing. The decals went on
easily and with generous use of
microset and microsol they adhered
well to the shape of the fuselage,
I did make an error applying the eyes on
one side and they are closer than they
should be. This meant that I had to
modify the stripes that go between the eyes by cutting out strips in order to compact them a bit.
I used the Revell decals for the various stencils and service markings.
I am happy with the finished item as the eyes do stand out nicely.
Lessons learnt.
Always do a test on a small part of any decal sheet.
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The Microscale Decal film is a wonderful product and I’ve thrown out the Humbrol varnish.
If a manufacturer recommends applying a varnish, do so, even if your tests (see point 1) has shown that this
appears to be unnecessary.
When expressing your disappointment at the destruction of a decal sheet through your own stupidity, either
do so quietly or ensure the kids aren’t at home.

WOT I DUN THIS MUNF BY STEVE EDWARDS
Hello Chaps,
My modelling this month has been somewhat erratic, as I have had other things to do, including a bit of DIY
and clipping the cat’s claws ‐ So when I got back from the emergency department I decided a bit of me time
was in order.
At Yeovilton, where incidentally although the show was a great as usual, I found there to be very few bargains
to be had, I told Russell that I was enjoying my armour modelling so much that I was going to concentrate on
that for the foreseeable future. Just to show how much I know my own mind, within a couple of days I realised
that time is running out for the Hasegawa competition and I have an aircraft to build for that. I also planned to
do an aircraft for the American competition, one that would require a bare metal finish.
As I have not done BMF before, I decided to look through my stash for a suitable model to practice on. I came
across a simple little Novo (Frog) kit of the Spirit of St Louis which would be perfect.
Spirit? More like a ghost of a kit that will haunt me!
Firstly the flash was terrible, as where the sink holes, but the worst thing was that the top half of the wing was
a different shape to the bottom. Investigation revealed that not enough plastic had been injected and when
the two halves were mated; there was a great big gap each side. And I do mean big, 5mm at least!
I did the best I could, but it really was a non starter, not least because whilst clearing away the flash I
inadvertently cut off an important part of the undercarriage which proved very difficult to repair strongly
enough to support the aircraft. Ah, how I laughed. So when I found all the bits I gave up.
And then I had an attack of the nauticals!
About this time last year I was getting exasperated with modelling whilst trying to do the Tangmere models
and for some light relief I built Airfix’s little Mayflower kit.
Well, in the jolly old stash there
resided another six models from the
series, and not being able to decide on
which one to do – I started them all!
These really are delightful little kits
that with a little care can be made into
quite respectable models. They are
roughly 1:600 scale and when finished
are quite pleasing to look at.
The only slightly poor fit on any of
these that I have had, is the deck to
the hull sides join, but a bit of good
old Mr Surfacer sorts the problem
fairly easily.
The first one I tackled was the Cutty Sark, the hull and deck going together pretty well. Then The Great
Western, followed by Victory, Santa Maria and Airfix’s first ever kit (apart from the tractor), The Golden Hind.
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I have picked all these up over the last year
or so from Ebay (other auction sites are
available) for very little money.
I ran out of time and have not been able to
finish them in time for this article, but the
two photos should give you an idea of
what’s going on. So far I have primed them
with citadel skull white, and then air
brushed Tamiya hull red onto the hulls of
the Cutty Sark and the Great Western. You
will see that I have also sprayed the Golden
Hind and the Victory. The Victory has been
sprayed with Tamiya sand so far, although
most of this will be covered when it is finished. So far so good, but the paints I used for the ‘Hind’ where a
mixture of Humbrol and Vallejo colours, all of which blocked my airbrush with annoying regularity.
Aside from modelling I have seen a couple of good DVD’s this month. It was my birthday in February and as
usual my son excelled himself with various DVD’s for the old man.
I have finally got to see ‘Beneath Hill 60’ which I have been wanting to see for a
couple of years. This movie gets five stars on Amazon and quite rightly too. It is a
superb and moving account of the miners setting the charges beneath the German
trenches for the famous incident at Messines Ridge. Well worth watching, and
from my point of view, well worth the wait!
The other film I found very moving as well,
it was ‘Dark Blue World’.
This is set during the second world war an
revolves around a couple of Czech pilots
from their time before the war, through
coming to England to fly for the RAF, to
what happens to them after the war when they return home.
It is well acted, has subtitles for the parts that are spoken in Czech, but
English dialogue when appropriate. The flying scenes are great,
although some are obviously CGI, even these are quite believable.
There is one bit of cliché in the script regarding the two main
characters falling for the same woman, a plot thet has been done to
death by now, but that is my only complaint about the whole film. A thoroughly enjoyable film.
I have read an excellent book this month, one that I surprised even existed, but as Tony
is chasing me for my magazine contribution, you will have to wait until next month to
hear about it.
Hopefully by next month I will have started my Hasagawa entry, (I am not holding my
breath) and will have finished all those little ships!
All together now –
Diddly dit, diddly dit, da de, da de, da de, da de, Diddly dit, diddly dit (and so on to the
tune of Captain Pugwash!)
TTFN
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CLUB DIARY

March 21st
April 18
May 16

Club Night

th

th

Hasagawa Competition

June 20th
July 18

May 20
June 2

Club Night

th

August 15

April 14th

Club Night

Poole Vikings Show

th

Hendon Show

nd

Newmod 2012 (IPMS Newbury Show)

TBA

Salisbury Show, Hendon

Club Night

September 1st
TBA

Build a Model in a Day 2012
Farnborough Show

Club Night

TBA

Yeovilton Autumn Show

American Competition
th

September 19
October 17

Club Night
th

th

th

November 21st

Annual Competition

December 19th

Xmas Night

Scale ModelWord 2012

November 10 /
11th

Next Meeting: Wednesday March 21st (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication

Nigel Robins

Gray Sharpling
Gary Jarman
Russell Eden

Richard Stewart

Tony Adams

Steve Edwards
Pat Camp

CONTACT INFO
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wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
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